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Our  meeting  on  Tuesday was  well  attended  and  the  talk  given  by  Ian  Brown  and  his
colleague Peter Collins proved to be not only very interesting but also heart-warming in
hearing of the dedication given voluntarily to Sailing ships for the disabled. It was quite jaw
dropping to see the involvement of people of all disabilities being  involved in the risky task
of sailing a tall ship. Run entirely by charity  there are two ships adapted to accommodate
twenty handicapped people with an attendant buddy. The buddies come from all walks of
life and there is an open invitation to anyone who would like to experience sailing a tall ship
and assist those less able. Naturally there is a charge for going but there is no age restriction
beyond 18. If you think you know someone who might be interested in such an experience
get them to look on their web site. Peter had been on a recent trip  at Christmas down to the
Canaries and had several amusing anecdotes to relate. Another successful evening. 

We have a list on the go for help at the village fete which is on the 1st  of July. A week earlier
than usual it has caught some regular helpers out as they have holidays arranged at that time.
Please let us know if you can assist in any way. 

With Helen taking on the role of President we do not have a Secretary and are having to
share the duties amongst the other committee members until that role is filled. If you would
like  to  assist  we  would  be  pleased  to  hear  from you.  Many hands  make  light  work.  I
understand that the tasks are not onerous. 

Next month we will hear of Ann Sharman's experiences at a Delhi wedding. 

The June Garden visit  will  be  on June 8th to Friars Court  Gardens at Clanfield.  Please
contact Marion Symes if you are interested in going. 01491 837175.
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